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Ready for the next revolution in eBooks? Its here--iBooks. iBooks Author has the potential to
replace Kindle eBook publishing. Read this book to find out why and learn how to get onto iBooks
NOWRemember the good old days of eBook publishing? You wrote a great book and published it
on Kindle with a great cover and people bought it! You added value and people responded and
bought your book.But, times are changing and changing fast. A new player is in town with incredible
potential. That new player is Apple with iBooks Author and Apple wants to take over eBook
publishing forever! In this book you'll learn:1. Why iBooks will become the DOMINANT eBook
platform in the next 2 years 2. How to get on board this trend NOW before everyone jumps in! 3.
Step-by-step formatting and designing tips for your iBook 4. How to publish your eBook the the
iBooks Store using iBooks Author 5. How iBooks can and will revolutionize not only how we present
material to our readers, but also how we teach, think, and learn! As always, I donate 5% of the
proceeds from the sales of my books to Reading Is Fundamental, the largest and most respected
Children's Literacy non-profit in AmericaiBooks author is THE major trend in eBook publishing
starting NOW. Get on board today and don't get left behind!
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I grabbed this book because I am looking forward to try out new platforms and didn't want to put all
my eggs in the basket...and this book was a good read as it throws light on the requisite essentials
for publishing through iBooks.Even if you do not want to publish to Apple's bookstore, but you want
to the use this tool simply for self-publishing, then get this book

Decent beginner's guide. I would like to see a new version or another book by this author with more
detailed and up to the minute developments for publishers already up and running on the iTunes
bookstore. But I recommend this to publishers new to Apple's bookstore. This tells you what you
need to know.

Clearly more of a marketing channel for other services (albeit very subtle). At a $2.99 price I would
have expected far more. This is, at best, a $.99 book. The only value was very limited general
information could be found in one place. But the same value is easily available on the Internet. I did
a Google search after reading this for "how to publish iBook" and found all the same information
readily available - for free. Most of the material appears to be copy/pasted from Apple. Start here for
free - [...]

Apple is coming to the e-books game, and I want to be there when they do. The author makes a
good argument of why they will become bigger than . I will have to see it to believe it but a larger
telephone surely means more people might start to read books on Apple iPhone. In any case...
READ THIS BOOK..

AWESOME BOOK!!! Great Info....very easy to read with simple clear cut info. and illustrations. It is a
'must have' for anyone considering producing Ebooks. I am new to using the Apple computer and
all the amazing apps. iBook Author will allow me now to do an updated version of my current Ebook
(Cockatiel Mutations) sold on for the Kindle. The program will all me to do the update as I had
envisioned the original should have been. ((((Hugs)))) and thank you George for your great book
and all those tips scattered throughout each chapter! If I could give more stars I would have

Just what I wanted -- a clear overview of the functions and features and distribution options of

iBooks, in order for me to decide whether to invest my time and effort. Much more detailed and
straightforward information (like costs) than I could dig out on the Apple site.
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